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Nokia 701 Silver is a stylish 3G touch screen device. It is available in the casings of Nokia 701 Steel
dark, Nokia 701 amethyst violet and Nokia 701 white. It also consists of large number of features
that increase its capacity to work.

Nokia 701 Silver is featured with the properties of:

The Nokia 701 Silver constitutes the dimensions of 117.2 x 56.8 x 11 mm, 64 cc and 131 grams of
weight that can be easily handled in the pocket.

The handset is encased with the 3.5 inches (~210 ppi pixel density) LED-backlit IPS TFT, capacitive
touch screen. The great capable screen can display 16 million colors and renders the resolution of
360 x 640 pixels.

Gorilla Glass display, Nokia Clear Black display, Multi-touch input method, Accelerometer sensor for
auto-rotate and Proximity for auto turn-off are the major fixes in the device.

8 GB and 512 MB RAM & 1 GB ROM is the large internal memory of Nokia 701 Silver. Along with
that, it can be extended up to 32GB if users want to store more.

Active noise cancellation with dedicated mic, NFC support, TV-out, Photo editor, Organizer, Voice
command/dial, Flash Lite 4.0, messaging and Predictive text input are the extending features of the
Nokia 701 Silver. The phone works with the standard battery that enables you to work more.

The Nokia 701 Silver possesses an 8 mega pixel camera that allows the resolution of 3264x2448
pixels. The camera is armed with the features of fixed focus, dual-LED flash, Geo-tagging and face
detection are the listed features of the camera. Video recording is also done amazingly in the
gimmick. Along with that, the secondary camera of the phone is used to conduct video calls.

Moving ahead, the high entertaining properties of the gadget include music player, stereo FM radio
with RDS and games.

Nokia 701 Silver is assisted by the features of GPRS, EDGE, 3G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB. The
direction navigating tools of the gadget are GPS and digital compass. HTML web browser and RSS
feeds help the users to browse web.
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